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static capacitors as am of transmission and
distribution circuits first apjHSwpod in the for® of shunt 
capacitors * Th m m  shunt capacitor® wore primarily used in 
powsr factor* correct!on# ihay oar* to* regarded as a load in 
tfa© circuit wbloh draws a loading current* M s  loading 
current fleeing through the reactive lino produces & voltage 
rise, thus radualng the voltage drop tootwoen sending and r®- 
solving ends * this phenomenon helps the voltage control of 
■ m  well as pmur . a# T
advantage of the shunt capacitor la its Inflexibility« the 
stent eapaolter Is eenneoto© across the lino; ;;enoo the volt** 
ago across its torslrials Is constant. thm Idea of oonneet* 
lag the capacitor la series with the H u e  rather than parall­
el , thus mining -til® capacitor as aloosmt of the lino, ©posted 
a now field in trass® si seism and. distribution engineering#
Tim voltage across the tersdasXs of the series capacitor Is 
not constant but Is directly proportional to the line our* 
rout* this charaoterlatla of the series capacitor sakos it 
extremely m l i a M t  la sons applioati#iiS| ^ hewrovar* it Is the 
turne oharaotarlstlo which in so a# cases smites it, appliop­
tion difficult. The series capacitor a® a voltage regulator 
in distribution systems u '* u  '* ^ p r o v e d  very use-
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unit w er abnormal condlt:one, constitutes the .male rln-
oiple of the protection device of the series capacitor. w * 
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Series capacitors 3hould also be protected against dielectric 
failure and continuous operation under over-load conditions. 
Furthermore from the standpoint of transient stability of 
power systems, series capacitors should be reinserted in the 
circuit as scon as the fault is cleared. These operations 
are provided by fast acting relays*
During recent years, the necessity of transmitting large 
blocks of power over long distances and the comparatively 
high costs, losses and difficulties associated with the con­
struction of large synchronous condensers, opened an appli­
cation field for series capacitors in transmission lines.
The series capacitor proved itself to be very useful and
economical in this field. However new problems associated
(1 1 )with the various application of series capacitors arose.
(11) Butler, J. and Ooneordla, 0; Analysis of series 
capacitor application problems. A.I.E.E. Trans. Vol. 56, P P . 9 7 5 -9 8 8  (1 9 3 7 )
Self-excitation of synchronous machines, self-excitation of 
induction motors, hunting of synchronous machines, and ferro- 
reaonanc© in transformers are some of the important problems 
which are discussed in the body of the thesis. A solution 
for and methods of correcting the difficulty are established.
In this thesis the author has made an attempt to cover 
as many problems associated with the use of series capacitors 
as possible emphasizing some important points, and briefly 
explaining others. One other thing which interested the 
autnor in this subject is that in his country, Turkey, natur­
al resources available for obtaining electric energy are 
located long distances from load centers d.hus making the 
transmission of large amounts of power over long distances 
necessary. Further ore, in Turkey large industrial and
residential lighting loads are both concentrated in big cities 
raising the problem of voltage regulation* Since series cap­
acitors prove useful and economical both in voltage regul­
ation and In transmission of large blocks of power over long 
distances, the author found this subject worthy of serious 
study* In this survey type of thesis the author tried to 
present some of the Important principles explained in differ­
ent articles with some minor contributions of Ills own*
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ST HODS OF LINS RSAOTANOE CCWKNSATIOH
Good voltage regulation and lower transmisalon coat are 
the most Important baslo factor© In trans - lesion and distri­
bution engineering* The regulation whioh exist© between the 
generating station bus and the user's premises depends uron 
the circuit impedance the major portion of this impedance., 
being the reactance. Many devices have been produced to com­
pensate the voltago drop due to the line reactance, but un­
fortunately a device which can neutralise the voltage drop 
due to the line resistance has not yet been found.
Sometimes due to the natural resources largeoeal© hydro­
electric developments are located in relatively remote dis­
tricts and have raised the question of delivering power of 
the order of 500,000-400,000 Vw over a distance more 'than 
2 50 miles.
A large value of power developed and a long, distance 
it is transmitted result in the increase of line drop and in 
dissipated energy in the line. As it is stated above, there 
are several devices produced, to secure economical transmis­
sion of power. A recent development achieved in this field 
is related to the series capacitor. However in order to 
understand the factor of series capacitor in transmission 
lines it Is advisable to obtain a bird's eye view of other 
devices.
If overhead line construction is to be considered,four 
different alternatives are available for reducing the react­
ance of the line to a desired value•
1. - line Impedance conversion
2. - Multiple circuit operation
3. - Reduction of system frequency
4. - Line reactance compensation.
6In tills case the reduction of the equivalent series imp­
edance is accompli shed by transformation to high voltages.
Hots, the equivalent impedance of the high tension side re­
ferred to the low tension side is equal to the actual imped­
ance of the high tension side divided by the transformer turn 
ratio squared. Thus the equivalent Impedance between the 
low voltage busses 1© lower. On the other hand when volt­
ages are .increased, transmission structures become larger, 
separations send clearances bacon© necessarily greater, line 
insulation, transformer© 'and high voltage substation equip* 
ment become more costly.
2** „ . : u »
If two or aore transmission circuits are operated in 
parallel the Impedance of the system Is decreased. Further­
more if such multiple circuits are soctlonalisad at certain 
points remarkable Improvement In operating charaoteristics 
and transient stability limits can be obtained. ’oreover, 
with multiple circuits a flexibility of operation Is obtain­
ed. However, th© excessive cost of multiple circuits with 
soetlonallzing facilities compared with the little gain In 
reduction of the impedance suggests the possibility of other 
means of providing economic loading statu© of long high volt­
age circuits.
3 —  X r s m m s x :
Since reactance is directly proportional to the frequency 
(;<i a 2rfL) a reduction in the system frequency will result 
in a corresponding reduction in the line reactance. Again 
the necessity of numerous frequency changers, increased aiae 
and cost of induction equipment and incandescent lamp flicker 
at low frequencies constitute so so very undesirable disadvant­
ages •
7The compensation of line roactanoe is a coop. 11 shed by 
1 ductance regulators, synchronous condensers, shunt cap­
acitors and series capacitors• The comparison between the 
series capacitors and any of the other ty?es will be mad© 
ae the outstanding features of series capacitor are read© 
clear* From the standpoint of maintenance, the static cap­
acitor is sturdy and has few moving parts* The internal 
losses of the capacitor are much less than those of the reg­
ulator* The synchronous condenser with control equipment is 
more complicated than the static capacitor* The avers * loss­
es of a static capacitor are about > *23&  of its rating where 
the losses of a synchronous condenser is sometimes from to 
8$ of its rating* The shunt caraacitor is similar in operation 
to a synchronous condenser, namely both Improve voltage reg­
ulation by improving power factor* However hunt capacitors 
are inflexible^ if they are left on light loads they cause a 
voltage rise at dietrlout!on points drawing leading current* 
Berios capacitors, unlike shunt capacitors, conduct full line 
current and hence the voltage drop across a series capacitor 
is instantaneous and completely dependent of load conditions* 
This characteristic of series capacitor makes it very useful 
in the compensation of line reactance*
It Is known that capacitances in alternating current 
circuits draw leading currents* In the same way a series 
capacitor connected in s rios with a transmission line draws 
a leading current thereby introducing a negative or leading 
reactance* If the proper capacity of the series capacitor 
is chosen, the leading m  tanoe introduced, by it completely 
eliminates the effect of the lagging reactance of tie trans- 






Sometimes when the feeder reelstone.? is relatively high.
© vero©rspensatlon is employed* On the other braid if a w o o a *  
pensation is ©ployed* a current due to the starting
of a large motor .may cause an excessive voltage rise which is 
harmful to lighting equipment* Furthorsaer® when the load 
power factor is leading it is obvious that for this condition 
series capacitor reduces the receiving end voltage, henoo it 
is undesirable under such elreumataaaees•
It can lie easily observed fro® Jig* 1 that the overall 
i spedanee of the line or, in other words, the effective 
length of the line is greatly reduced* This phenomenon 
makes possible the transmission of iuore power over a oo3» 
penaatod trans.dsa! m  line than over an unoo pen sated line* 
However, up to now, the use of series capacitors has senm  
confined mostly to distribution systems* The function of 
series capacitor in distribution system* consists of over-* 
coming the bad v ilta o fluctuations caused by starting of 
motors, variation of motor loads, electric welders and fur» 
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istio feature of aeries capacitor© namely, thair instantane­
ous response to change© in load. As was pointed out before 
• ©erie© capacitor conducts the full line current. Hence the 
loading voltage drop across its terminals depend© upon the 
load conditions. An instantaneous change in load current 
will result in an instantaneous change in the voltage drop 
along the lino and an lnatantaneous change in the voltage 
across the aeries capacitor* Whence the change in the lag­
ging voltage drop along the line will at onco bo compen­
sated by the leading voltage drop across the terminals of the 
series capacitor. Thus not only the gradual voltage drop 
due to slowly increasing load but also the transient voltage 
drop duo to motor starting, electric welders ate. will be 
almost instantaneously reduced*
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ioTHE USE OF SERIES CAPACITORS IN
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
Th© main duty of serlos capacitors In distribution cir­
cuits is to reduce fluctuations in feeder voltage thus pro­
viding a smooth voltage at the load end of the line. Th© 
series capacitor is a part of the impedance of the circuit.
Its effect is to compensate the raaotive drops in the cir­
cuit. When the reactive drop of the circuit is compensated, 
a voltage rise will appear on the load side of the series cap­
acitor. In order to investigate the function of a series 
capacitor in a circuit the following; exaaplo can be consider­
ed .
Xu R
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A  d i s t r c W o t i d n  ) i e «  a n d  \ ts> feet-DT 
d  i a  ic a  r>e -
Fig* 2a indicates a. circuit leaving a reelstana© R and a re­
actance Xj^ « q and Bjp refers to sending end voltage and 
receiving end Voltage respectively. The current flowing in
/ circuit U  designated as I* The power f a tor of load 
is indicated by aos«u The corresponding vector diagram of 
tills circuit is shown in Fig« 2b, In order to compensate 
the reactance drop IXi, a series capacitor Is Inserted in the 
circuit. The value of the capacitive reactance of the aeries 
capacitor may be less than* equal to* or greater than the in­
ductive reactance of the circuit in ohms.
The equation of the line represents-., by the reactive 
drop IX in Fig. 2b Is found easily to betc t n f i  T x -  f r  -  ^ § 7  ( 1 )
Then % ,  which is the distance between origin and any 
point on the line is given by the following formula!
11
E s - J / +  CctnBlx-Er- l
(2 )
Taking the square of both sides and arranging the terras*
Fr +
Cos 0
1  ^/ S»n 0 — Cos^ Bs;  ( [x - cosle-(.Ef 4 cose)]p-E r I RCose I(S,n'6 -(tfo (3)
Th© equations of the asymptotes are as given by the ± sign!
'a = + L X -  C»s'& ( Er I*Co5 8 (4)
The plot of the curve given by Eq, C5 is shown in Fig, 3* 








IRfranG ( 6 )
This may he simplified tot 
I X  = _2_  a c ______ ! _ (  Er + _ I £ L )sine sine V. cose /
The line given by gq.(6)is shown in Fig, 4# The -sinus values 
of IX indicate that the i ipedance of the transmission line is 
capacitive, and plus values of IX indicate that it Is indu es­
tiva although it m y  be compensated.
The amount of compensation needed for a certain value 
of %  can be found in the following imxm&rt
The value of x is found from Fig* 2 for a given value of % *  
then the value of IX drop corresponding to this x is found 
from Fig• 4, The amount of compensation needed is the differ­
ence between the actual IXp. drop of the transmission line 
and the IX: drop found as explained above#
When the v luo of X0 is srmllar than the value of the 
circuit is said to be under-coraponsatod * When the value of 
X0 is larger them the value of X& the circuit Is said to be 
over-compensated. From the above discussions it is clear 
that in over-compensating the circuit the value of the send­
ing end voltage 1© reduced more than in the under-compensated 
case# Over-compensation is used sometimes when the feeder 
resistance is large# On the other hand there are two main 
disadvantages of over-compensation#
l.-Whon an induction motor la started at the receiving 
and of the line th© motor will draw a lagging current* If 
tho aending and voltage is kept constant this lagging cur­
rant will result in a volts, e rise at th© receiving ©nd•
If t a a©tor starts frequently as is t a ease in rock crush­
ers, saw ills ©to* obviously a flicker in th© lights will 
occur. Paturally this is 'undesirable* lenoo to employ 
overco.'••!-ens&tlon should be strictly avoided under such clr- 
ou jstarcaa •
2*-The angle between the sending end and receiving end 
voltages (p) is greater when the circuit is iver-oompensated 
than that when toe circuit Is under-compensated• This point 
1© important fro• the standpoint o f  stability. This point 
will bo discussed in the discussion of series capacitors in 
transmission lines*
From th© above discussion it is seen that the chan-?© 
in the receiving end volta- © due to a certain change in the 
load Is very much less if there is a ©erica capacitor in the 
circuit than the change in the receiving end volta © due to 
the same change in th© load if there is no series capacitor 
in th© circuit. By a proper selection of the magnitude of 
the series capacitor this voltage change can further be re­
duced. Bence series capacitor play© a very important role 
in voltage regulation* If the change of voltage in tho re­
ceiving end occurs frequently duo to frequent motor starts 
a so called voltage flicker takes place. Series capacitor 
by improving the voltage regulation keens this undesirable 
voltage flicker within allowable limits*
The choice of the series capacitor for a certain circuit 
require© a careful study of several factors. The principal 
considerations Involved in selecting and ap lying a carle© 
capacitor to a distribution system can be stated, as followst
X.-Th© voltage rise caus d by so*lea capacitor ia mat-
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ur&lly proportional to the ohnic value of the o&p&ettor and 
the current through the capacitor* To roduco damage to lamps 
of customers on the load side of the series ca acitor, this
volta o must not be allowed to rise beyond 4 or 5 percent 
above normal with maximum load current* Also to avoid un­
desirable overvoltage flicker duo to motor starting currents 
the limit for this voltage rise should bo 2 or 3 percent 
above normal for the maximum starting current which can be 
expected due to the motors on the feeder.
2 . -After the determination of the ohmio value of the 
capacitor the location of the capacitor must be specified#
lost of the distribution circuits have loads distributed 
along the line* Hence the location of the capacitor should 
be such that the over-voltage to the customer receiving the 
maximum overvoltage is equal to the under-voltage to the ous- 
to .ior receiving the maxi sum under-voltage under the condition 
o f maxima current# and furthermore those values of the 
maximum over-voltage and maximum under-voltage should not 
go beyond the 11 ait stated in the discussion of the first 
consideration. The best location of the capacitor is usually 
determined by cut and try method, taking local factors, such 
as load distribution, accessibility, etc., into account*
In general, whore the distribution circuits have distributed 
loads the best location is- about one—third of the electrical 
distance (Impedance) from the source of supply. To reduce 
flicker further, sometimes more than one series capacitor may 
be used.
3 . -The next consideration is the establishment of the 
thermal capacity of the series capacitor which is to be 
used. To do this a 24-hour current chart or several current 
charts should be obtained. The capacitor has some short- 
time over-load capacity. It is customary, however, to pro­
vide continuous current carrying capacity equal to the max-
14
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lama demand indicated on the current ohart* This practice 
also leaves an open door for load growth* On the other hand 
to' provide too much thermal capacity is uns tiwmill Hit since 
the kva rating of capacitor for a certain number of ohms is 
directly proportional to the square of the r*ra*a value of the 
current* In the protection of aeries capacitors the gap- 
setting as explained later is a limiting factor*
4*-The final consideration is the protective equipment* 
This will toe discussed later in detail* The main part of 
the protective equipment Is a gap which is across the ter- 
iln Is of the serios capacitor* Bow assume that the current 
rating- and gap-netting of the series capacitor is established* 
A chock should toe made to insure that a starting current of 
a Motor or a sudden fluctuation in load current will not be 
able to spark-over the gap* ' M s  point is important from 
the standpoint of the objectives of the series capacitor.
This objective is to reduo© fluctuations in voltage due to 
those fluctuations in load current * In order to provide this 
it is existsMary to follow the rule given below* The voltage 
across the capacitor unit with maximum normal load plus the 
starting current of the largest notor on the circuit flowing 
through It, should toe made dess than twice normal rating of 
the oaraeltor, if the capacitor is placed directly in the 
line and should toe made less than 1*5 times normal if a trans­
fer :er oo -'bination 1© used*
After all these factors are considered carefully, as a 
last atop, o-o magnitude and the duration of the maximum 
slxert-circuit current possible at the capacitor location 
should be checked to sec whether the transformer arid gap can 
carry this maximum abort circuit current until the fault is 
cleared out•
a s  f o r  the connection o f  the series oapaeitors, the 
following points should toe considered* It is known that the
relation of capacitive reactance, to capacitance 0 is
given by the following formula;
Xc = ixrc (7 )
■ It Is evident fro#; the above formula that the cmller the 
ohmic value of capacitor required, the larger and hence the 
more expensive the installation becomes. Furthermore where 
short lines of low inductive reactance are under consider­
ation the compensating effect of series caracitor is less 
pronounced. However, if It is desired to use a series cap­
acitor on such a line, an addition of an Inductive reactor 
to the circuit will increase the Inductive reactance of line 
making necessary the us© of a capacitor of larger capacitive 
reactance and hence smaller capacitance, thereby reducing 
the installation cost*
If large current carrying capacity is required, it may 
be necessary to connect the units in series-parallel. How­
ever, this condition is not usually necessary in distribution 
circuits. From a practical standpoint it is preferable to us© 
standard voltage units foxn series capacitor applications.
For example, unit* of 5 or 10 kva capacity rated at 230, 460 
or 575 volts connected in series, parallel or series-parallel 
provide such a wide rang© of ohmic values and current ratings 
that it should rarely be necessary to use special ratings.
In the manufacture of power capacitors, the tolerance 
in microfarads Is allowed in the positive direction. For 
example, a 10 kva, 460-volt capacitor Is 1 2 5 microfarads 
with a manufacturing tolerance of plus 15i• But in series 
capacitors one Is Interested in the most probable ohmic value. 
The pro able maximum variation is given plus or minus sore© 
certain percentage of the ohmic values of the capacitor.
The following example illustrates the above consider­
ations as a. plied in a specific case*
16-
Assume that a 2000 volt feeder serves a uniformly dis­
tributed load of 100 kva at 0*866 power factor. At the end 
of the feeder there is a concentrated load of 50 kva at 0*8 
power factor. The starting kva of the motor at the end of 
the feeder is 92 kva at 0.5 power factor. This motor starts 
frequently and causes voltage fluctuations which annoys very 
much the lighting customers. A maximum 3% change in voltage 
is allowed. In order to remedy the situation the best thing 
to do is to install series capacitors. To raise the feeder 
voltage or to increase the size of the copper conductors 
will cost more and will result in less improvement in voltage 
regulation than that expected from the installation of series 
capacitor. Voltage regulators are not so fast In operation 
as series capacitors. Hence, the installation of a series 
capacitor Is the best alternative*
To determine the size and the location of the series 
capacitor, first the percentage voltage drop due to the motor 
start is determinedt
o/o Prop =. kva *L (aco58-t- y&jnfl)' 10 KV1 '
where«
kva s= three phase starting kva = 92kva 
L = length of line in miles = 5 miles 
R = resistance of the line in ohms per mile =1.2 
X = reactance of the line in ohms per mile = 0*8
Gos$=power factor of the motor during its start =0*5 
kv as line voltage in kv = 2kv.
Substituting the numerical values in above equation gives:
° ! o  D r o p  = 92 xS ( 1 Z*0-  $--H)-8» 0.866)
| 0 « Z . 1
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= is
Ft <j.S . (a) n 
p€rc€*r*t p l o t t
f>Cc\ s a tion o n
o n c o m  pen sa t« d  Feeder  - (b) voftaijC d r o p  in 
ed oyatn s t  distan ce e ffe c t  o f  series Corn- 
voltage. regulation.
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Tho > coder and this voltage drop Is shown In Fig* 3a 
ana Fig. 3b respectively. Since it Is desired to have a
iwawlriiiffl voltage change in percent which does not exceed 3 
percent two series capacitors must be usea. it two aeries 
capacitors are used the line will be divideo, into live parts 
as shown In Fig.3 0 . The voltage change in percent occurr­
ing at the extremities of each part should not exceed 3 
percent. In other words the voltage rise to customers b 
and d, and the voltage dips to customers a, c, ami © should 
be equal to each other and all of them should bo equal to 
or less than 3 percent.
The location of the capacitors mi a t bo so chosen that 
the above requirements are fulfilled. It is determined graph­
ically from Is*5. Fig* 30 shows the location of the capac­
itors. First unit is installed at a place which is one ills 
from the sending end, and the other unit 1® installed two 
miles away from the first unit towards the end of the line.
The red lino in Fig. So shows the variation of the percent 
volt change with the scries capacitor units in operation 
when the actor at the end of the line starts. From 1-:. 3a 
It io seen that non© of the customers has a voltage variation 
due to the notor start, greater than 3 percent.
In order to determine the also of the unit, first It is 
observed that the voltage difference between customers a and 
b is L percent• Isaac the oapftcltor itself must have an 
ohmic value such that 31 kva, which la the starting Uva of 
the motor at ■ .3 power faotor, pi*oduoes a voltage rise of 
6 percent. The ohmic value of the eapaeitors 1st
v  _ I 0 x: °/o V o lt s  X vh
I 0 X 6 a 2*
3 2 x 0. g66
t 3 ./inns  e a c h  p e r  p h a s e
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in ordar to determine the am. are rating, of the capacitors 
twenty-four-hoar current charts should be obtained at the lo­
cation of the capacitors * ^ormlly, the so values would estab­
lish the rur'ere rating of the capacitors. In this case, how­
ever, a rather high lotor starting current Is superimposed 
on those normal currants. The uanlrmu lino currant, there­
fore, may be considered to be the normal peak when the ©tor 
is not running, tins the starting current of t o  actor. From 
th twinty-four*hour current charts the . eak value of current 
obtained includes also the running current of the motor.. In 
this case maxim.' value of lira current can be found toy sub­
tracting the running current of the motor from the normal 
pea’ value of current, and adding the starting currant of the 
310tor to this value, Mature.;ly the running and starting 
ourranta and their respective power factors can readily be 
dotei nod fro® the characteristics of the sotor.
Gap-setting for short circuits Is determined In the 
fo11owlng ®annor s
The gap usually is set to apark-over at approximately 
twice the continuous current rating of the capacitor. About 
50 > margin Is allowed between the peak currents which are 
discussed above and spark-over currents. Naturally the kva 
ratings found In this way do not necessarily be ecual to the 
kva ratings of the standard units. Hence th© standard unit 
w M o h  has a kva rating which Is very close to the calculated 
kva rating Is chosen. Usually with some certain combinations 
of the standard units such as, series, parallel or aeriea- 
T&rallel, it is osalble to obtain a wide ran © of ohmic 
values and current ratings *
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&>XfW£%dl2AtX0R OF INDUCTION MOTORS
WITHS E R IE S  C A I A l l  TORS
<*'he» an Induction motor Is started through a line hav- 
in£ a series capacitor the motor may self excite and become 
a gonerator of low frequencies • The capacitive reactance 
of toe sorloa capacitor in conjunction with the inductive 
recto t@noo of tbs otOT may bar® a resonant frequency which 
le lower than toot of the powor supply. Under some certain 
conditions as for example when too induction motor is start­
ed a transient current having lower frequency components 
than nor al current exists# This Is true for ovary circuit 
containing resistance. Inductance, and oapaeitanoe* or
ins tar consider the olrr.lt below • When a sudden change
occurs in the circuit a transient currant exists*
A A V ----' 3 W* u
€<v%sii'wt C
6 /In o r d i n a r y  a - c  c»rcviit conlatmn^j  f t , L , C
Suppose that at t O an alternating voltage 
I© applied to the circuit. The differential equation for 
this case is given belowt
E_rrvsiau»t - i R 4 J- J  x dt + L -?ii- /




R. its) + —1—  As) +sL its)
Cs (ID
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ics) = sEm co
( s,x+ uf) ( s* L + P. s + _L )
C .
The root© of the denominator aret
5^3 j UJS l  = "
L C  /  4. L
then
(1 2)
Ien«® taa eysto •*. function of the circuit in 2
_______________________i________________________
( s- TIL') ( S + TU»)C s + JL_ + T </_!__Bu_ ) ( S -+ .5: J -J_!----)
d • 2 L  J V L C  4- L  y '  Z  L  <* V L C ( 1 3 )
It can he noticed that aj. in coniueato of ©t» sind ©a la 
conjugate of ©v*. * Therefore it can fee predicted timt a tran- 
©lent ourrant wuich consists of two oo igononta, on© eosjpo»»
ant imvlirn a £**oquoraay equal to that of the source and the
- and a frequency
of <J e*l at© • Till © frequency, for certain value© of the
a, L and 0, -nay ho lower than that of the © >uroo • If a neg­
ative resistance equal to the rootatano© of the circuit Is 
added to the circuit the current© of the natural frequency 
flow© eontlni oualy • It can be seen from the above equation© 
If H 1© aero* then, tl a a constant of the circuit become©
Infinite or in other word© da aping .factor become© aero# 
Furthoraore the frequency of the seoond component of the 
transient current for r =o b©ao (Mi siraply * it la well
known that this freque oy is the natural frequency of the 
circuit*
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The same thing can happen in an induction motor which 
is supplied through a line containing series capacitor. 
Under these conditions the induction motor becomes an in­
duction generator of low frequency. Nov; c0n 3.id.er the cir­
cuit below which represents the ssomatic diagram of ind­
uction motor with series capacitor.








j Xc/m rS jrnXs
V
f "'Xr
d / V W -
*V 1
1 XmS J-=3i_rfs, •
F;<  ^ 7 .  Q io ^  ro m  o f  a n  in  e lectio n <notor* a 'lth  s c r ie s  Co po c 1 1
where:
Xa = capacitive reactance of the series capacitor
rs s= r .sistance of stator
Xs — leakage reactance of stator
X?n = reactance of the magnetising branch
Xr =r leakage reactance of rotor
rr ~ resistance of rotor
s = slip.
(All reactances and resistances are expressed in per unit 
on a certain lease . )
The first circuit of rig 7 is the schematic diagram of 
an induction no tor • The second circuit is the earn© as the 
first one except that ail inductances and the capacitance 
are multiplied by m thus establishing a circuit 0 1 van.ch 
resonant frequency is « times the system frequency. This
circuit is used to explain how induction no tor functions as 
an induction generator of low frequency current. After syote 
voltage is applied to the -notor tho speed increases. hon 
the speed goes beyond tho synchronous speed with respect to
the second circuit its ©lip becocos negative. >hen Qx be­
es nn>11fi| resistance i - i i - 1 rr bocoraes also negative.
If this resistance beoo ice negative enough just to cancel th© 
positive resistances in th© circuit, the circuit solf-exoltes 
and tho currents of resonant frequency flows continuously.
In order to find tho conditions which must be satisfied 
to allow oscillation of natural frequency the i npedancs of 
tho circuit is set equal to z o ro. The total resistance in 
the rotor circuit 1st
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Tie 1 pedtmeo viewed fro i the rotor side 18 *
3~m Xm [ r s  + j m Xs - j -4t» 1 , T m Xr h- Ic
^ u S,
Cj + J m  Xm + ^  rn Xs-J 2^
( 1 5 )
Ij + ( m  X m t  m X s -  ILb)hn 7




os , T Xm 4^
r*s 4  ^ nrt^Xm 4 Xj- Xc ^
Equating the isa&^in&ry part to a*ro gives!
( 1 6 )
m Xm  rs +mXm(»nXs— _Xc ) { m  X m + m 4 m  Xr Os 4 m Xr (nr» Xm 4 m  Xs- Jh.) = 0m
rs ( rn Xm + m Xr } = _ (m Xm 4 m Xs--— ,) m Xm fm  Xi_ _Xs- )4  m Xr ^ m  X s - Ki.)-t rri'X m Xr Jm m  » m
s _  ( <n Xm 4 m  X$ _  _Xf j jm  X m  (rn Xs — 4  mXrfm Xs- Jh.)+ m Xm Xr (m m ’
- - fmXm 4 mXs_ -Xfjjjno Xm + niXr)(m Xs - -^r) 4  m  Xm Xr^  m
= — (m Xm + m X5 - ks. j ^ rn Vrr* X r* - Xtlrr?X m -b m X r rr> J (I?)
, inoo ,-:a» % *  ar& Xr are the const ants of tho mohlne for 
til© sako of si-op 11 city let;krrt •+ X s = X  i X s +  -A js JL r  ,  X .X r* -f )^r
then q. (1 7 ) booooae t
= _ ( m X i - .Xk. } ( m Xx _  X i. )m / V m •rs
or
r s - 1 ( m'X i - X«-) ( X*. - Xt)
(18)
Using tho s&si© si upliftcation Eq. (16) ho cooes *
o-
s, m^ Xin i
r*1 4 — ( rnl X i -  X<- )m \ ( 1 9 )
Starting with Eq. (18) and rearranging the terms gives!
.6
V  " = _ j-^( r n X , -  Xc](mlX v - y cj (21)
As according to its definition m has to be a real number *$ 
self-excitation is only possible if Eq. (21) has at least 
one real root*
Real roots are possible only if!
( Xc - y z X a ) x \  4 . x ,  X x  X c .K
'  (22)
and also!
- X ,  X c  - Xi Xc /  o
(23)
Taking the square root of both sides of Eq. (22) gives! 
I r £ - _ X( x < - X^ Vc | z/x/ xt Xc
Taking the square root of both sides of Eq. (23) gives!
£ x . X «. - rv ] ^ Z /x7>ix Xc
or
X/ x  c -  f y T x l  X c  f X i X .  -  ( f x ,  X c  -  v / x T x c )  r 5*“
or
(24)
Consequently self-excitation is only possible if Eq. 
(24) is satisfied. The result is that if Sq. (24) is not 
satisfied then self-excitation will not occur. Sometimes 
it is impossible to have a value of rs which satisfies
7
above equations. In this case a real stance E is shunto: 
across the capacitor#r u -ii-ix<W V v-
k
■VWV---- W P -
J XS W W " • W -
j*"2
F  »Oj 3/xjnt r e s i i t a n c e  a c r o s s  fhe s e r i e s . C O  p a c tt?C
:Uo above circuit can be simplified ami raade similar to the 
slriult of Fig* 7 In the following manner!
et ?





then . ji’i » © besoms* *






F i g .  9.  S i m p l i f i e d  f o r m o f  Fi*j. 8
Again following exactly the aa®e procedure an equation similar 
to ::<j# (24} can bo obtained. I
^  > V* (x, HtXj.)
(2 5)* y /xc x i - >/xc XxHence the value of R wixloh satisfies Sq* (23) can bo found •
If this r e d  stance la shunted across the capacitor self-excit­
ation can be eliminated.
Sometime® especially when iaotors are started infrequently
the use of a shunt resistance ft and hence all these calcul­
ations oan he avoided. 3inoo the ra&ctane© of the capacit­
or Is inversely proportional to trequest© y whereas that of
♦ ,•an inductor 1© directly proportional* the reactance of the 
capacitor is ©sail and consequently the voltage drop across 
it is large at spall frequencies * This large voltage drop 
across the capacitor pay cause the protective gap in parallel 
with the capacitor bank to flash-over* thus short circuiting 
th© capacitor* This prevent® the resonant condition and 
enables the factor to accelerate nor.mlly to full speed.
After a certain tXmm the capacitor is autcatloally restor­
ed to the circuit*
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HUNTING OF 3XHOHfiONOUf8 ;«ACHIN£>Y
Any synchronous machine connected to a paver system is 
subject to disturbance© caused by several reasons* These dis­
turbances tend to set up rotor oscillations of the synchron­
ous machine* Usually the Inherent damping of the system Is 
sufficient to prevent hunting resulting from th© above effects* 
However, under certain conditions this damping m y  be very 
small and even negative• The effect of th© armature resis­
tance and reactance together with the line resistance and 
reactance determines whether or not a negative damping exists* 
As the ratio between the above sectioned realstand© and in- 
duotanco k  increases, th© tendency toward hunting also in-Xcreases• In a system of which th© inductive reactance is 
compensated with the capacitive reactance of the series cap­
acitor the ratio between resistance and Inductance Is high 
and system is subject bo hunting• The effect of th© arm­
ature resistance upon the hunting of the machinery can be 
mid© clear In the following manner *
It Is a well known fact that the fictitious voltage e* 
is equal to the arithmetic m m  of th© direct axis component
of th© terminal voltage and th© product of th© direct axle/component of current and transient reactance *ot • Hence the 
difference between ed and ei can b© written aai
ed _ e d.' = /x-d X o l -  x d X d ( 2 6 )
or
eol/ = ed ~ ( XoL- Xoi ) id. (I?)
From th© above equations it can bo easily seen that the great­
er th© demagnetising component of current is, th© smaller is /
a . ing a constant excitation* Now assume a synchron­
ous nachin© connected to an infinite bus with a line which 
contains only reactance as shown in Fig. 10.
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F i^ .  IQ.CX . A  s y n c h r o n o u s  r n a c h i n e  c o n n e c t e d  to  
b u s  t h r o u g h  a n  i n d u c t a n c e ,  (b) p o u t e r - c i r c l e  ct»Q^
a o «nf»n» ife 
rorn ©Hex).
The power equation for the sending end. of the system
shown in Fig* 10a is:
p=, _Ii! L M 6- _EiE^  UtzM 
x x
where 9 is the angle between the generated voltage and the 
voltage of the infinite bus at the receiving end, and Ej and 
Eg are generating end voltage and receiving end voltage re­
spectively. The corresponding power-angle diagram is shown 
in Fig. 10b. Now assume that for some reason the rotor 
began to oscillate sinusoidally about the mean angle 9 with
ad an amplitude A&m • Fro . 10b it c
be seen that as the angle increases from 9x to 9a the d e ­
magnetizing reaoolve kva and consequently the demagnetizing 
current 1^ also increases. As i- increases eA decreases 
so that a positive Incremental chance A& in 9 corn ■ 9X3d$ to 
a negative incremental chance Ae<L in e«(/* However, due to 
the inductance associated with the field circuit, CcL cannot 
change rapidly. Hence, if the sinusoidal change of AO is /plotted on a horizontal axis the oorres- ending change ACoL
will follow an elllntieal curve ae shown in in-. 11a.
,  rThen, as the angle increases, e* decreases, and A e i w m
follow the elliptical path in a clockwise direction. In Fig. lib
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power la r‘lotted against angle • A© power increases with an 
m s «  In e0t/» th® instantaneous power ourve also will 
follow a similar elliptical path In a clockwise direction. 
Assuming a constant mechanical input* ?,,, the acceleration 
torque at any Instant will >e tho difference between r,,; and 
tho corresrending point on the instantaneous electrical 
power aurva. From Fig. lib It can ;>e soon that going froa 
c to & t the decelerating torque represented by the area (eato, 
is greater than the area '-ado) by an amount (oaf) since (odey 
is equal to (abf). Under those conditions the ©yetmm is 
stable, namely the o is a positive damping torQiie•
ow assume that the sa.-„e synchronous -mohins la connect­
ed to th® name infinite bus with a line having a resistance 
and roactar.ee. The system and the corresponding power dia­
gram is shown In Fig* 1£& and Fig# 12b respectively* Th® 
power equation for this case 1st
S  = _ E F  lz £ _  __ _ £ . ^  l£ i£ _
z  z  U -y i
where ^ is the arctangent of the ratio of line 'reactance to 
line resistance.
From Fig* 12b it can be observed that an increase in 
angle will result in an Increase in i& and consequently in 
e CL>$ and a decrease i n  angle will result In a decrease in 




ia obvious that under this condition the incremental c!mns©
A  ea/will follow the ellptlcal path la a eountoroleekwta# 
sense . rho same thins 1® also true for the power curve# 
rho natural result of t M s  Is that now the accelerating 
torque will bo greater than tbs decelerating torque sad 
the system will be unstable# However, again from Fig# 12b 
it oan be seen amt for values of # greater than #g, an in- 
crease In angle will result In a decrease in i& and e<*/ * as 
was the case discussed ; previously, and the system will be 
stable #
The angle Is the angle at which the reactive power 
has a dlni-sua value. Tills angle oan be found by different- 
latinr , reactive -power equation ar-- .lng it equal to £er* . 
lowover, this n^ed not be done as this angle can be easily 
determined from fig# l«?b to be equal to go_^ *
when the lino between the synchronous machine and the 
infinite bus is purely reactive It was shown that the de­
co) orating torque r© resented by the area (edb) was greater 
than the accelerating torque represented by the area (ode} 
by an amount which Is represented by the area (eat , when 
Instantaneous Incremental value of electrical torque travels 
from a to a# Then It travels from a to c the decelerating
torque la greater than the acceloratins torque by an amount 
represented by the area (fcej* '.lone© In one couplet© cycle 
the excess ©n©rgy to produce damping Is the area represented 
by the loop* When the line betwem the synchronous -achin© a n d  the Infinite bus contains resistance as wall as reactance 
it was shown that the decelerating torque m s  proa ter* than 
the accelerating torque. Using the sa .e reasoning it can 
bo easily shown that in one complete cycle the deceleration 
torque is greater than the acceleration torque by an amount 
represented by the area of the loop* If clockwise direction 
| s taken as reference tills area is negative; ienoe nab lag 
use of this fact a criterion can be established to deter­
mine a limit for resistance below which the dan.-or of hunt­
ing does not exist * To do this the excess energy represent­
ed by the area of the loop is found and a relation between 
resistance and inductance can be found which makes this area 
positive. For this purpose the power loop is enlarged and 
redrawn in Fig* 13*
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The incremental area shown in Fig* 13 is*
A P x d M e )
where
A P  = d .P  j \  edtolei
At the beginning of this discussion it was assumed that
A  & ^ A 0m  S i n Z / l f t
34/Ae<iwill also form a sinusoidal variation but duo to the/inductance associated with the field circuit, ed can not
change instantaneously; there will be a lagging angled* 
lonce can be written as:
A  6ol = A c  dm sinCmft ( 3 ;
/where Aedm is the a 1 lituae of the oscillation. Hence,
A  P x dl. (a &) =. d P xA.zdm sin ( i n  f t  + lf)x oUb©) 
de'd
= <*p A  «dm sin(2n9t+ ¥)ABm*nf Cesznft dk 
de'd
Since the frequency of oscillation i 3  f, the period T of 
the oscillation will singly be j- . Integratin this area 
for one complete cycle gives:
Area = J *1 4 e'dm 5.a ( 2 rtf t -+ V) . A 6m * /if c os * nf t dt /  d e 'd
Vf .
= 2/lt A 6 m  x AH Aedm Jsin[in.[t- -*■ V) C o s z n  f  t d-t (3 2 )
aking use of the following trigonometric relation
3 >n. d Ces p =■ sm. ( <*. + p
Sq. (32) becomes:
A r e a  = 2/1 f  A 0 m . ^  A  [ /  (  s.n. C * f t  * if) + 5 i a ^ )  oLtde'd 2 L
/f
2 n f  4^ Ae'drr, -  (•>(«ni±t'l) + t sin y
= 2. J\ F_ a  6m d_P a  e d m  k - i  s in  *  .  ±  
de'i f  z
- 71 A Orn Af-«U'«l A  € of jn < S l A .  ^ (33)
* ro :n  S q .  ( 3 3 )  i t  i s  s e e n  t h a t  t h e  s i g n  o f  t h e  a r e a  w h i c h  
r o -  r o o o n t B  p o w e r  d e p e n d s  u p o n  t h e  t w o  f a c t o r s :
.*• ■ l i e  s i g n  o f  dP_
de'di
Ue a i m  o f  Aekm  sin.?i p
R o w  — o a n  b e  f o u n d  I n  t h e  f o i l  o w l  n r  w a y :
uLe d
fr»^ - 14- V e c t o r  d.ia.^r'ann o f  <x s y n c h ro n o u s  m a c h in e
R e f f o r i n o  t o F i g . 1 4 :
E t c o s  e + i<j r  -+ id  Xd i - e 'd ( 3 4 )
£ t 5i r i 0 + <d r = 1«, Xc, ( 3 3 )
S o l v i n g  a b o v e e q u a t i o n s  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  f o r  1 ^ a n d  l q  g i v e s :
'1  = _l_ ( E t  s i n  *<!
© + -td r  ) (3 6  )
t d  = _ L  (  e 'd  -  E r c os 0  -  m  r  )x i i  ' ( 3 7 )
3u b s t l t u t i n g t h e  v a l u e o f  l n  i n  E q .  ( 3 6 )  a n d  :S q .  ( 3 7 ) g i v e s « *
and
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I» = J _  ( E r s-rt& + X g e'<j -  Xg Er cos6 -  r £ t ^ * n e  J
*"1 rl+ X d Vq
_ x'd ET 6 n i 8 - f  r e ' a l - r E r (39 ^
r l -f vrf Xq
The power which also includes the loss in the resistance 
can he expressed as follows:
P =  Real f a r t  [  i  E * ]P = j«j ETC£?S <E -*■  j-d. ET5I/Z <f / t t;<j (e'd-.Xd*d.) -h idiXqin = i<j <U - x'd. Ui<{ + X*?-^
Substituting the values of ig and i^ in Sq* (90) gives:
p _  ( x < { - x i )  X g e a t -  Xg £T fos <9 - rErSwS  ]; xk E-r sin8+  re k - r  Er (osd-
r * +  x ' d X q  r h  x ‘el Xq
+  x g £t Sl'ng •+ re'd -  r Er t»s 8 /g',j
rx+ X'dXq
Different! at trig f with rocsp#tt to e'k gives:
(41)
d P _  v /^  r / d  ET -5 i n 8  + c  e'd. -  r  Er Cos 6
de'd r V x ' d X q  rx+ x'd X <j
-f ( X <j - XfllJ___H_ Xq 6 d - Xq t r f f f S P - r  Er s m &
rh x'dXq r»\ x'd Xq
Xd ET sin .9 + a r e l  -  r  Er Cb  ^ 9 
rx-h y'd y .
(42)
In order to investigate the conditions for \o, let:de d '
(xq- x'd )
r +  Xcl X q
( x d E T $ i n g - » r e d ( r  E r f ^ g ’ ) ^  ( t Xg hT C„s 9 -r  Et  s m0)_r
r"+ x'd*<» r V x ' d X q
X d £ t  Sift 8   ^ i r  g7d - r L t Cos 9 
r x -+ x'd Xq >
6
If 0 a  O  it can he observed that every tern in the above 
equation is greater than aero:
Xq - y'd. y o
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r *> xi l  Xq y  o 
re'JL -  rET }  V  
X^e al - £ j y 0
z. r e'd -  r  £-f y  o
It can (&Xso be scon that as the angle increases In the pos-
i?Po/r acooes ~©r© and rore positive* When * ^ -* thin equation be-
CO :OE ;
X<f -  X J. I  xtr C y'd B y  + re'gt ) ± r ( X f  e'U _  r £ y  ) I +  * d + 2 C g sL. \  o 
f  r^ -t y ' j X j )'[_ J  '
It Is q- -I to obvious tlmt the value o f the equation la pos­
itive* as tiio angle continues to increase* approaching %  
since the value of cos # 1 s negative for 5 the
tor.-is involving (-cos £0 will too positive and the value of
(43)
the whole equation will have oven a greater positive value
than before, bine© In pmotic# * is never greater than t
(7^ «of the a m  which represents the value of the power depends
a  z’otm Stn V7 * Ae'otm $,n /  >©
determined In the following manner*
R q .  <5 . £*<.  i t a t 3 on  v c L fc a ^ e
applied to t he f ield of a
*synchronous machine.-
.•uj-pose that a constant excitation ■% 1® applied to the 
field of the machine# Ac far as the transient conditions 
are considered excitation voltage# •*5C, can be written In 
itg manner I
fx = ri •/■ L M  ( P }dt-
The above equation asm also bo written in per unit quant­
ities in the following .manner:
(45)t  X = ed + Tal0 i e'A 
dt
where r&0 is the time constant of the machine. In Increment­
al values '-:q. (45) becomes:
xl e o( -+• Tli? .^ 4g/<6 - c> 
d tor
= -  T«/o (46)
since excitation voltagCpSx, is constant. On the other hand 
it m s  previously shown that:
<?eL = e' d + x<L C * d. -  x'd)
and
i  at - Xg gg( -  Xg £r cos 9 ~ r £r 5J n @
rO x'dXq
Hence:
<Xq e'd. -  Xg £pC»5 8 - r  £ r  Sin g )( X <<- < l )  
r%- xk X<,Po( — 6 <L\-
) ( r  Er 5>n.g * X.g Er ces e )ed = ( r V v j y g J e k -  ( x d - x k ,
r1- + *1 x<j
Therefore *
\)Ae'd -  (*<*- Xd) ( rEr cos & ~~ x«? 4~r sm e ) A GAedL = (r4 XdXii
p 4* x ^ X ^
On the other hand It was assumed previously that:
A  f)  — 4  5 i r i  2  /I H
A e'd. = A e'drn sin (xn Ft -h Sf)
Oubetituting all these values in nq« (46) gives:
( r 4  x«< X4 J A  gqtfw s m  (zn f t  4 ) -  (xet-  x k j ( r  fcTta s e - Xg f T sin sm z/iit:
r V  x d X <?
tr _ Tdo c-nft A e'd m cos O a f  t +- Sf)
(47)
When t = 0*
r Q  xdXq ^  ek m Sin y7 = - Td« z n f t  AeU>y\ 0 5  'Z 
r t  X'<* X q
(40)
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When Snft =  rrt£*,
t f-'1 -+ YdXg ) Ae'clm Cos y - xJ.)(rf-r Cos & - Xg = 2/r F Sin f
rV y'</ x<?
Solving these two si nultaneous equations for ®in^ gives?
i.
0 ^  y d  X , ) _ x 5 . n  ^ ____ +  T W fl2 > l f  A e i f m s r n f
(r^ x'i x<? j* ~rdo r n (r
_ (\d- y'd) [r CO 5 e - X q F-r Si * A B m. { 4> )
rt+ x 'd Xq
Bence:
sin 4- fxV-) (V £ rOs g-Xq £t S//i e)A.9m y___________}___________ v )
rV /ctx, ( r%- x? )* , rg/x7 2/T £
Td<5z/t f ( r+ y'd x<) )l
fb# sign of a  eVm «m ¥ depends only on the »I *£r  f j  ( 0 5  0  -  X q £ y S / n &
i o n o e  t h e  o > n d l . f i os- A e ' d m  s i n  V }  o i s :




t an £ \ _C_
/  X q
ta n S - _C
(31)
e tan X«t (52)Considering the lino reactance and resistance Kq. (32) beeoseas
0 - tai -' r + /? (53)
Yq-f X
Where H is the line resistance and X. is the line react­
ance. For operating conditions the above equation puts a
Unit to the degree of compensation of line inductive react­
ance by the capacitive reactance of the series capacitor.
The result obtained ahov® by analytical analysis con­
forms with the result of the qualitative analysis previously 
discussed on page (28)
SELF- 15X01 TAT ION OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES
If a series capacitor with a shunt resistance across 
its terminals is considered to be in the armature circuit 
of a synchronous machine, then the Laplace transform of the 
phase voltages will be as follows since the Laplace trans­
form of the equivalent impedance of the series capacitor 
in parallel with the shunt resistance is » :
¥■» (’*-•+ ) x* (54)S + Xca
¥b-(r+ Xc ■s + a
) A b (55)




<fc. are paase flux linkages 
r is armature circuit resistancetXn is, 4, capacitive reactance of the series capacitor 
Ft is the shunt resistance 
la , ib» i0, are phase currents 
ea , 0q » ec are P‘iase voltages.
(These quantities are all per unit quantities.)
On the other hand, direct axis and quadrature axis armature 
voltages, currents and flux linkages are given by the follow­
ing relations!
% [_ea co-s e + e i» cos C e-/2o) + ec c«s £ e +/zo)J (57)
*i - - t 1[ ea. sm 6 + e 5 in (- 9-rzo) -t e<^ 5 un (£>-+ 120 )] (58)
u  . 1 1\_ua. ceso + ib ces (0-/2«J+ (€+noj] (59)
/u * [  f a  cos & + $  b ca$ (  G-JZeJ  + cos C 0  t / z a j  ] (61)
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s / n G  + s )*  ( & - / z  <?) + <fc s)n l& + I2 o ) ] ( 6 2 )
Rearranging the ter.© of Kq. (54), 5q 
th©  following equations are obtained:
(55), and Sq. (56)
b e& -  $ ^  + 2*£. 5 " fe t -  r  s A ex.ft - r  —- A e- - Xc -<». kjL e ec K ( 6 5 )
5^ t  -  5* s f  b -  r s - i b -  r  - X< V b -  *i-ft ft a
5fc -= s‘< * W  - r s V c  - r *1 -< C - Xc-^O- ^  e cft ft RD i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  ®Q# ( 5 ? )  g i v e s *
*/<?</ - j. \ oietc (el Q + eUjt f<?5 (0-/2 o J + *4j-k. c** l0-t-Jzo) - (’a s/n 0
Ut  3 L olt d t d t
-  e b 51 n  1  e - j z  o )  - e<. s / n  ( P-+n. o )  J  r, £
:-ince
Cq * .  i  [  Pa s'/rt 6 + e b 5/(1 (9 - rzo) + *<- *'* (<P+no\>7
Eq. (66) can be written In La: lace transform In the follow­
ing way: f j
5 ed- ej  ^i [ s f *  Cos 0 + Seb COS f 8 -/2 o) + 5P< <"*5 (6 +Uo) J
Substituting the value© of s©&» se^, and sao from lq. (63)# 
nq« (64), and Sq« (65) th© following equation is obtained:
[_ s'^fa. cos a -/■ s ' *f b / <9 -Z-2 <?7 + s *  $ c  co s  ( 0+/2  0 ) JU- eq - ^
4 i  X< [  ^ ¥<*. cos 0  -t s f b c P S  (  0 - / z o )  + 5 !fu b 5  i  0 + t z o )  ]
3 ft
_ p [  SAol COS e  + S x b  (OS t o - u a )  + S a c  (OS i  0+ n o ) ]9
i  r  *£ A(X c o S  9 + A b  (OS i  9 - / Z o )  V A c  C if S ( 0 ^ / Z o j J  3 R
4 Xc L  *  « ( o s G  -t A\t C0S ( $ - / ± o )  + ' ( c ( O $ { & d / Z £ , ) J  
3 i
i  *1 [  e *  cos  0  -t e b c o s  ( 9 - H O  J -/■ <?c t<?5 l 0 -tne> ) ]  ( 6 8 )
3 ft
Differentiating Eq. (61) gives:
d  ifdt_ z. [ 4&L COS 0 + cos ( 9-no) t- ?L3 cos(e+no) 1- ±[f&S"Z0
- 3  L i t  Cit dt J 3
-#- *//* (6-/2 o) +■ 'Sc. 5 ^ / ^ + / 2 0  )J ■'*■ "
Substituting iSq. (62) in Eq. (69) and taking Laplaeian trans­
fer m of both, sides Eq. (69 ) becomes: -j
s ’fji - = i- **s <9 +- s*f b cos ( e - n o ) +  s ( 0 + 1 2.0 ) J ^
Differentiating Eq. (69) gives: ^
d xf k  _ i  r /? v- /-<f5 ( & - / 2 D) + a 3  ( a  ( e + i z o )  J
j t* ' 3 ** 2f*- ***•
—i L  ^  ^  sm.0 + sin (0-/20) -t s»n (0tno)]+
3 at at
.Differentiating Eq. (62) gives:
d. ^  __ f jdjf* $,/t $ + d tfb s//i (&-/2.0)■+ -^3. s//a.C&-/-/z A  
S T  =' 3 t- ~~ai dt dt
,  i  [  ifa  c»s 0 -r 'fbcesf 0-/zo) t %  c*$ ( 0+iz o ) J (72)
Substituting Eq. (61) in Sq. (72), Eq. (72) becomes:
df* fj -  2= r  df* sin 0 -t d?M si* (0-/2 0)+ s‘/ / ? ( 0 H 2 o ) ]  ( 7 3 )
~TF ’ ~ 3 L at at at
Substituting Eq. (73/ in Eq. (71) gives:
^ f 2 V< coste-tio) + cos {e+/zo)]-iz + *f4 • ■L at*. a t '  d t ^  a t■z i3 2pit' 9 fc dt' dt
Taking the Laplace transform of both sides of Eq. (74) gives: 
__ x S *f<\ - 'fd - 3- f s'^ C<PS 9 + S^^b tos l e-J2o) + s'^2 *** ( 9 -HZ o) ] . 3
Differentiating Eq. (59) gives:
djU. _ 2^  [  dj* COS 0 -t cos (e-/Z6>) + Sos(0-//z A
■ " ^ *" / A V /- /O f
/ J//2 ^  s/* (0-n I
(76)
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Substituting Eq. (60) In Eq. (76) and again using Laplace 
transformation, Eq. (76) becomes:
S -  A<i  = §" [ S  'ta C6>S ® b C<9S £ 0-/Z ») + 5 / t t  &+ 12.0) J




sect- - S'fj.jsfq _ T<t * ifj. _J<c. fq - r 5 iJn.
r . R- r  i c j  ~  r
XtLR <d
- Xc/,1. Xca (70)
Rearranging terms, Eq. (78) can be rewritten in tn© follow­
ing form t
^  S-t- gOr. 6^al + r  4 at "+ — S ^ctj ■+ Xc. 4 d. zz. € cf ~b r i cj ~  S ^  dL
Starting with the differentiation of Eq. (5 :) and following 
exactly the same procedure another equation which is similar 
to Eq. (79) can be obtained:
^s-i- + r z q - s S ’q - f d J  + Xc. zoj = _  ( ed + r ./d - s <fq ) ( D )
Solving Eq. (79) and (80) simultaneously for i^ and iq the
following equations are obtainedt
since
Yd = _ ^k J o  s + *«L AdX  ij -f* I (ei)
^  <J -  — X  C( /<6j
Substituting Eq. (81) and (82) in ISq. (79) gives: 




( ^ 4. Xt. ) I r+  s XdTo S 4 XoJ j 1 X/- Xd To s 4 Xd.
N R. 1 L T ,  4 l J To  4 l
= e , .  (<,4 >£ j e<L + [  r 4  sX«i + f S 4  *s.) X9Ps ' ]  ’M (S3)
Substituting (81) and (82) in Sq* (80) gives t
( S 4 *± .j e 9 4  rx(j 4  S X9 *9 4 Xcf To S 4 _ X  (i —  /<*. i 4  X .c 4 ^
R  L T o  •+ i J
= -ed - r<<i - s ^ r* s -*• x  ^ ■ /«i 4X9 89
T®4 I
[ (s+ *£.)( T4 s X<j ) 4 Xc _ X<jI 9^ = _edU rk*- (s+ *| x<{
T o  4 i
_  s  xkTo s 4 /«<_ _ /j _ ( S 4 yc.'j 
T o  4  i *
solving £q* (04) for lq gives:
fe/ +( « * ) eo,+ r 4
f,, . x^ ) Tg *4 
 ^ 5+~Rr/ T c  + I J
(** TF ) ( r + S X q ) 4 Xc. - X 9
isubstituting the value of lq in Sq. (83) gives!
)  (  r  J- X  d To S 4 X  {£ 1 y  r. .. x k T o  s 4 Xol Ad
/ K T o  4 1 / To  4 1
s +  $ ) • * - r 4  ( l $ 4  q | - ) X<l
e d  4 ( * 4  - % - ) x 9
( s +  T r j l
r+  5X 9 j + Xc — Xcj
f r +  U s +
..  1  w ’  r +  +
v  , \ xkT tf  s+ Xo( 1
"ST J  To + 1 J
Xc l J
( s + ( r 4  s X i j  ) + X c -  X c j
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. e a r r a n g i n g  t h e  t e r m s  : ■- -j
,< 1  [  (s-h X c ) ( r 4 s  }&J91+X±)  H-Xc -  + [r-h ( z s +  - * £ - )  *1 ]
To -hi
,  v ,  \ y  ai T o  S 4  ^
r +  ( * - S 4 -  - R - j _________ - r e  +  I________
( s +  21s) ( r+ s X<^  ) 4- X c - Xcj
= e< _  ( s +  * ± ) e d -  I  r 4 (x 5 -f- * ± ) X a lR, ' «
Solving Tor i& gives:
+(** t?) *■
(i+ f 4  S Xq ) -* X.-Xq
id*
edL 4 ( s -*• ^
_  ( 5 + * * )  ed -  [ r +  ( 2 ^+ ^ ) * q j  ( s ^ K f - t s x Q ^ X i ^  ( 8 5 J
^& 4- _ s ) ( r + s xef) 4  Xc.- X^ j * R
The denominator of i<j ia: _,
A ,  C u  + j u H r + s x , * x . - x , ) ]  L ( » ^ ) f r + 5^ ^ ^ x , - ^ a s ± ^ J
. + [ r »  ( m - X s . ) X q ] [ r - >  sV !* I «± M  1L R ' 1 K T» 4 /
Multiplying by (T0 + 1 )  gives:
A  .  [ (5+ X £ ) ( r * j x ,  * X < - X , )][«*+ £ ) | < r +  *)(T M l) + s ( s « i r .+  x j )
_  ( s ^ e H - y j j l J +  [  (zs hg)xihr]  [ w T # + / J 4  (2 s + * * ) (  5 * *  Ta +  * ^ l
ultiplying the factors in the above equation gives:
A  = [ C SXR. 4 s3x<? +s‘Xc - SXXq + s V  2 2 ^  Xq si
„ [ (r+ VcJ (- Tff-hi ) 4 S^ x'd To 4 (x<A. x'dToJs- Xd] + [r4ZSXq 4^.Xql 
„  [  X  s V a  To +  U  yd 4 ^ i T . ) s  +  r ( T . + l )  +  ^  l
Lot •
x *£. £ r  + y £ _ x q ) ^  6  K n
C c c+x<J (to + 1) - xal - C 
( x j - y ^ T » U  p 
L i xa + va - eR
L c ( Tff +i) ^  xd] - H
Then rewriting Eq. (66)!
/
A = f 5 3X«i -+ /A slq- Si"] f sV*'a T fl + Oi + c]+ [v'+^s^-t. y^l
L  1 x i  T «  5 ■+ H  ' j  -t- H  1
and multiplying ttxe factors gives:
A  = s* x, y'a To + s* o x<* + s3c + s *'a To ± o + s*"/i c -*- 1
-»- s'i3 O ■+ <s 13c + s\ r To + s r E -*■ r H + X;<iT + £ Xq
+ s x Xq H ■+• s*"it xq v^ a T« t ^  y<i &• ■+ x*f ^
Again for simplicity let:
( o X«j v- A y'dTe + u x<? *'a t*J =• k
( c Yt) + A* O + s x'Z T#+ir X;<IT() +z ^ X<| XJTj)- ^
f/»»C4 13*0 + 2 E X ^ U  TV
( r H •+ *4 Xq H) - ^R A
X<, xiTo = T
46
* 3  x'd To
(87)
47
T h e n  J2q » ( 8 7  ) b e o o  10 a  t
A =  T S ^ K S ^ + M  S 3+ N 5 l  4 P s  + ft
Then the roots of the above equation nay be analyzed In the 
following aiannor:
( 8 8 )
K.
K M -  T N  
K
(KM-T/Vj/V ( K P- ~TR] K  
K _______ X
k m -  ~r n









K M - T / y
K P - T f t  _  
K




f K P - T f t )  KK
KM - T M  K
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Simplifying the above forra gives: 
 ^r
K
K M - T N
N-  K K P  -  T F k  K M  - V  im
KP-Tfi___
K M - T N
K
K M— K K P -  T  ft 
K M -  T  r>J
M
N
K P -  V  R
Then not to have self excitation the following equations
~r y o 
K >  0
(89)
(90)
K.M-'TfV S  o (91)
X '
»■-* K.P--rg-_------ > 0
K  K M -  T N  o
(92)
X P-  T R  K V  O (93 )
N- H KP- T R  
K M -  T N
R> 0 ( 9 4 )
..q. (bO}» and (94) &ro Inherently satisfied«
stance not to have self-exaltation only fq * (9 1 )» (92)# and 
(j3 / must oe satisfied.
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rSRROREBONAWSE IH TRANSFORMERS
If a voltage is apjlied to an unloaded transformer at 
about the aero point of the voltage wave, a high inrush cur­
rent vay result. This inrush current lasts for several cy­
cles after which the transformer draws its normal exciting 
current* However, if the unloaded transformer Is energized 
through a series capacitor an abnormal oxciting current may 
persist in the steady state* This results in a badly dis­
torted voltage wave form mostly composed of lower frequency 
components in the secondary of the transformer* This phen­
omenon is known as ferro resonance. Ferro resonance can be 
eliminated automatically in most cas :© by means of a parall­
el gap included in the protection equipment of the series 
capacitor. Sometimes the magnetising inrush current is of 
sufficient magnitude to cause a voltage drop to appear across 
the capacitor high enough to break down the gap * Toward the 
end of the transient period the current in the gap decreases 
and consequently the arc across the gap breaks down, thus re­
storing the capacitor to the circuit*
If the gap alone cannot prevent ferroresonance a shunt 
resistor across the capacitor can be used to remedy the sit­
uation* The shunt resistor across the series capacitor used 
to prevent subaynohronous resonance of motors which was dis­
cussed previously in detail naturally also prevents ferro- 
resonanoe of transformers•
3onetiaie3 to prevent ferroresonanc© a certain minimum 
load on the transformer side of the capacitor is connected 
before the bank is energized.
PROTECTION OF S E R IE S  CAPACITORS
A bank of Berios capacitors connected in series with 
each phase of a transmission or distribution line m y  be 
subjected , for short periods, to some multiple of its rated
voltage* The dielectric of a capacitor can be made to with­
stand without d a m s ©  these high voltages« On the other hand
for a given reactance, the cast of capacitors increases 
approximately as the square of the rated voltage. lence a 
voltage limiting device must be used. The best way to pro­
tect a series capacitor from over-voltage during fault is to 
make use of a gap. A simple capacitor protective device for 
low voltage protection making use of a parallel gap connect­
ed across the capacitor is shown in Fig* 16*
The secondary voltage of the transformer which is con­
nected across the auxiliary capacitor Is a high multiple of 
the primary voltage. The auxiliary gap is set to flash over 
approximately twice this voltage. The reactance of the choke 
coil is low at low frequencies and very high at high fre­
quencies. This Inductance provides a local oscillatory cir­
cuit when the auxiliary gap flashes over* This increases 
the high frequency voltage across the main gap to the flash- 
over voltage. The choke coil prevents the series capacitor 
from suppressing this increase in high frequency voltage across 
the main gap. Tills simple protection Is sufficient when the 
duration of fault is not long enough to cause the heat gen­
erated by the arc to damage the gap* The circuit shown in 
Fig* 1? eliminates this difficulty. In this ease the gap 
breaks down if an abnormal voltage ap ears across the series 
capacitor* The current flowing through the gar energlz.es 
the coll and the coil closes the contactor9 thus short cir­
cuiting the series capacitor, gap, and a part of itself. The 
remaining part of the coll is sufficient to keep the con­
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&r© some difficulties also in this type of protection*
First of all the coil must be very carefully adjusted for
each equipment so that it can clooo the contactor at some 
suitable multiple of the rated capacitor current and open 
it again when the current drops to the rated value* Fur­
thermore when the gap breaks down the stored energy of the 
capacitor is discharged into the coil* Hence the coil must 
be designed to withstand this. Sometimes due to the high 
discharge current of the capacitor the contactor moves so 
rapidly that its contacts m y  be closed while the discharge 
current is ©till high* The contacts must bo carefully de­
signed to prevent welding or excessive burning due to the 
above explained phenomenon. Naturally all those things 
sake the design of both coil and contactor very expensive•
The use of a thermal switch ellniinatoo the above lentionod 
difficulties * The circuit of tho protective device using 
the thermal switch is shown in Fig, 18* In this case the 
current, flowing through the gap when the gap breaks down duo 
to a fatilt, passes through the thermal element and oy means 
of the heat it develops actuates the by-pass switch thus 
short circuiting the gap, the series capacitor, and the 
thermal element* After a time since there is no curr»nt 
passing through the thermal clement, the by-pass switch 
opens * However, during that time any fault can be cleared 
by means of the protective equipment of the lino*
A series capacitor will also be damaged by continuous 
operation at more than llojg of its rated current. On the 
other hand over-voltage or over-current protection device 
may not operate at less than twice toe rated voltage or 
current* therefore some other means must be found to pro­
tect the series capacitor against the probable damages re­
sulting from the continuous operation at over-load. A 
,heraa  element cemented in eerie* with the eerlee capacit­
or can actuate a hy-paee switch which short circuits the
5 5
(i) b y  pa&s s w i t c h
Ficj.IS, Complete diagram
<x s e r i e s  c a p a c i t o r .
of  the p r o t e c t i v e  et^uipnneat o f
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series oa aoltor before continuous over-load damages It*
This la shown In Fig* 19*
Sometimes the dielectric of a seriss capacitor may fall* 
A failures of dielectric short circuits the capacitor* The 
short circuited capacitor unit nay sustain an internal arc 
which causes gas to be generated in the unit. After a tiiae 
the pressure of this gas may be high enough to rupture th© 
case and even cause d a m e ®  to other equipment. If a cap­
acitor unit is equipped with a fuse* then th© fuse will re­
move the unit in case of a dlolaotric failure. But th© re­
moval of a unit increases the reactance of the bank, as all 
units are connected in parallel, thus subjecting the other 
units to over-voltage* To prevent this a differential type 
relay is used as shown in Fig. 19. Under normal operation 
no current will flow through the differential branch, since 
all th© units are identical* In case of th© failure of on© 
of th© unite then due to th© unbalance of currents a current 
will flow through th© differential branch thus closing th© 
by-pass switch (2) which short circuits the bank of th© cap­
acitors • In Fig* ly only two units are shown In parallel for 
th© sake of simplicity*
For high voltages artificial means are used, to cool th© 
air-gap.
C 0 K 3 L U S I 0 R 56
Th© conclusion which may be drawn from the previous 
discussions is that series capacitors are proving more and 
more useful and promising in transmission and distribution 
engineering. If all the difficulties encountered In the 
application of scrims capacitors ara analyzed carefully, 
making an extensive study of their application consider­
ations, they will bo the strongest competitors in their 
field of application. From the standpoint of construction 
and maintenance, series capacitors have already proved 
very economical as compared with synchronous condenser©.
In the near future th© series capacitor will have a 
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